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Hypotheses on What Drives Member Loyalty in 

Agricultural Cooperatives?

• Good services offered by the cooperative (value for the money)

• Access to markets

• Emotional benefits (association with the cooperative)

• Trust in the cooperative leadership



What do farmers value in membership (survey of 

Kenyan dairy coop members)?

• Payment delivery (timeliness and convenience) were the top 

ranked benefits

• Services such as trainings, exchange visits and inputs on credit 

were ranked as important

• Of eight different benefits to membership, price was listed as the 

least important



Why are some farmers non-members?

Reason for non-membership Percent of non-members 

interviewed cluster A

Percent of non-members 

interviewed cluster B

Low Prices 54.3% 75.3%

Rumors of delayed payment 33.6% 26.9%

Long distance to collection center 25.2% 17.9%

Inconvenient collection times 22.9% 9.8%

Poor services 21.4% 27.0%

Don’t produce enough milk 20.5% 18.5%

Strict quality requirements 15.1% 9.8%

Membership fees 12.6% 21.3%

Collection delays 10.3% 6.7%

No evening collection 10.3% 4.9%

Trust issues 9.9% 14.5%
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Hypotheses on What Drives Member Loyalty in 

Agricultural Cooperatives?

• Good services offered by the cooperative (value for the money)

• Access to markets
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Qualitative focus groups confirm the value of 

accessing market 

• Knowledge, training and exchange visits help improve cattle management and 

dairy farming business practices

• Improve milk production and productivity

• Reliable market for milk (w/ reliably payments)

• Increased asset values of cattle

“Me, I can never sell my milk to another buyer other than the Dairy. I do not 

have the strength to chase the brokers to pay. I also would like to see our dairy 

remain with us so that we can have a stable milk market.” – Central Kenya Dairy 

Farmer
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Agricultural Cooperatives?
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• Trust in the cooperative leadership



Many members families have long standing 

relationship with coop

Number of services Average years of 

membership

0 to 1 16

2 to 4 17.4

5 or more services 17.6

“We have been selling our milk to the Dairy for 
as long as our Society was established. Our 
Milk has built the Dairy. We even bought 
shares there so we are shareholders” – Central 
Kenya Dairy Farmer



Member sentiments exemplify strong emotional 

ties and association to the cooperative

“I cannot allow my milk to be sold anywhere else other than the Dairy. I don’t even 

have the strength to chase the brokers to pay me” 

“For over 30 years I have sold milk to the Dairy. I will continue to sell there.”

“Being a member was such an exciting experience for me. When my husband 

passed on I took over his number and to date I have continued being a member.”

“We are members forever and will not cease to be. By the way, when we do not 

agree with the society we stop taking our milk here as a group. There is a time 

we all moved to a private company and sold our milk there for a while. When the 

leadership reorganized itself, we all came back as a group again” 
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Community Institutions That

Farmers Trust

Member Trust Non-Member Trust

Church 92% 89%

Family 87% 89%

Cooperative 72% 16%*

Banks 68% 70%

Government 55% 55%

Agro-vet 53% 60%*

School 39% 32%*

Milk Trader 38% 54%*

Trust in cooperative and traders varies significantly 

between members and non-members



Community Institutions That

Farmers Trust

Member Trust Non-Member Trust

Private Dairy 75% 61%*

Cooperative 72% 16%*

Milk Trader 38% 54%*

Trust levels vary across coops in different milk-sheds

Community Institutions That

Farmers Trust

Member Trust Non-Member Trust

Milk Trader 59% 41%*

Cooperative 54% 26%*

Private Dairy 43% 40%

Milk-shed A

Milk-shed B



Comparing member satisfaction levels between a 

high performing and low performing coop 

Satisfaction With Cooperative High performing Low performing

Relationship between members 

and management

91% 57%

Members ability to communicate 

to cooperative leadership

88% 64%

Communication to members 86% 70%

Explanation of coop rules 83% 71%

Enforcement of coop rules 83% 66%

Timeliness of payment 77% 63%

Milk Trader 28% 11%



Challenges to Member Loyalty in Agricultural 

Cooperatives?

• Challenges with enforcements, penalties and rewards

• Implications of heterogeneity on organizational governance

• Clusters of Good Practices & Performance 

• Competition

• Coop as fragile institutions



A Story from a Kenya Dairy Coop

• Low Loyalty – systematic “side-selling” of afternoon milk

• Explicitly against society by-laws. 

• Financial penalties, 

• Refusal to buy 

• Expulsion from society  

• February 2014, issue forcefully restated during Members’ General Assembly + 

Letter sent to non-complying members 

• Lessons from responses … 

• Competition



A Story from a Kenya Dairy Coop

• On average, positive response

• Hides a lot of “exit” – i.e., some members stop delivering altogether 



A Story from a Kenya Dairy Coop - Lessons

• Additional letter reminding penalties partially crowds-out response among 

members that attended the general assembly 

• Intrinsic vs. extrinsic motivation 

• Why might be difficult to enforce sanctions in the by-laws ?

• Ex-post survey of non-compliant members reveal heterogeneity in beliefs 

about the legitimacy of the sanctions. 

• This heterogeneity in beliefs is not driven by differential knowledge of the 

bylaws 

• But it strongly correlates with trust in board management

• What do managers do? → They manage relationships → must create a “common 

understanding” of what the society is about  



Coops as Heterogeneous Institutions



Competition & Relationships 
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Access to Finance: Credit, Insurance, and 

Savings
• Well-studied role of farmer based organizations in providing members

• Credit (in kind, or cash):

• Input loans 

• Consumption smoothing

• Risk protection

• Price stabilization

• Implicit insurance products

• We focus on a less-studied financial service: saving

• Growing evidence that constraints in these markets hamper investments, 

productivity, and growth (Karlan et. al, 2014)



Infrequent payments as a saving device
Evidence from a Kenyan Dairy Coop

• Farmers report the monthly payments help reach saving goals

• E.g. Purchase of (lumpy) dairy feeds, school fees

• Farmers trust coop to make end-of-month payments, but smaller, 

itinerant traders cannot be trusted

• Provision of this service is a competitive advantage for the coop (which 

can compete even at lower price)

• Many farmers sell to coop for “saving” and to traders for liquidity

• Farmers selling at least part of their milk through the coop are more likely 

to have saving goals and to reach them



Survey: Coop Payments and Saving Goals



Why are infrequent payments valuable?

• Lump small payments into a larger amount

• Match lumpiness of certain expenses/investments

• Money is not accessible

• Provide a commitment device 

• Farmers have a preference for tying their own (or their family 

members’) hands

• Products from formal financial institutions typically do not offer 

these features

• Bank products also have high opening deposit 

requirements, etc.



Experiments: Payments Frequency

• How to test this hypothesis?

• Ideal experiment: change payment frequency while keeping 

constant other things

• Two experiments run in partnership with the coop 

• E1: Farmers can choose between monthly payments and daily 

payments (+15% price increase)

• E2: Farmers can choose between monthly payments and 

“flexibility option”



Experimental Results



Survey: Traders

Farmers do not trust traders and do not want them to pay monthly



Survey: Earning Source and Spending Patterns

Traders fund daily consumption, coop funds dairy inputs (lumpy)
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Top 

Take-aways

1.   Though price received 

for goods is important, it is 

not necessarily the primary 

driver of loyalty 

2.  Services provided to 

members contribute to 

loyalty – some may be 

more tangible than others

3. Building trust is important to create loyalty, yet is 

challenging due to a number of factors including 

heterogeneity within membership

4. Loyalty is influenced by farmer needs - a combination of 

cash flow and savings needs influence who farmers sell to

5. Loyalty, competition and managerial ability contribute to 

differences in performance across cooperatives





Continue the 
conversation

Comment on today’s topic:

Check back on the event page

Tweet tips! 
twitter.com/agrilinks

Post resources!
facebook.com/agrilinks
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